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Munsell in Industry

Industrial Applications of the Munsell System
• Albert Munsell created his color notation to help train artist
• It was the coloration industry that made his company
successful
• Commercial artists and Designers learned to identify and
specify Hue, Value and Chroma
• The CIE system of colorimetry was not introduced until 1931
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Industrial Applications of the Munsell System
• In the first 40 years of CIE colorimetry, Illuminant C and the
1931 Color Matching Functions were dominant

• Color technology and color vision utilized the chips from the
Munsell Book of Color to map large differences
• Many early models of the human visual system were tested
against the Munsell collection of colors.
• Dorothy Nickerson used the Munsell system extensively in
her work for the Department of Agriculture
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Munsell Color System in US Agriculture
• Dorothy Nickerson developed many scales for food products
• Today the USDA still has color standards using the Munsell
system
–
–
–
–
–

Frozen French Fry Color
Tomato Grade A & C
Molasses Color
Canned Tomato Color
Pumpkin/Squash Color

Canned Ripe Olives Color
Maple Syrup Color
Honey Color
Frozen Cherries Color
Frozen French Fries
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Munsell Color Standards in Agriculture

• Honey
• Syrup

Ripe Olives

Pumpkin & Squash

Frozen Cherries
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Munsell Color System in USDA Soil Conservation Service
• Developed jointly by Munsell Color and the USDA Soil
Conservation Service, 9 charts are used to classify:
–
–
–
–
–

soil colors
judge rocks
hydric soils
archeological samples,
other natural products.

• The charts include color name diagrams, soil structure diagrams,
and masks.
Agronomists, biologists, archeologists, geologists, zoologists, and other natural scientists use these charts to document
specimen colors.
Individual replacement pages are available, as well as charts for semi-tropical soils, Australian soil, and Southeast Asia
and glauconile soils.
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Munsell Soil and Rocks Charts
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Munsell Color System in Botony and Plant Pathology
• A collection of 17 Munsell Color Charts illustrating plant tissues
– Are designed to provide a means for the exact determination and permanent
recording of the color of plant tissues.

• The color of plant tissues reﬂect the inﬂuence of light, critical
temperatures, and the chemical composition of the soil
– In particular, it aims to facilitate the diagnosis of adverse conditions responsible
for the deterioration of plants and to serve as a stepping stone to soil and plant
tissue analyses

• Sometimes the color of plant tissue reveals the genetic origin of plants.
• Charts provide scientists, students, and plant growers with information
needed to respond to problems related to taxonomy, genetics, physiology,
pathology, and plant nutrition.
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Munsell Charts for Plant Tissues
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Munsell Color System in Identifying Beadwork

Endorsed by the Society of Bead Researchers
These are to assist in classification of the artifacts of indigenous beading traditions.
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Munsell Color System in Electrical Engineering
• ANSI safety standards, and NEMA and electric power industry
standards
• Color coding of wire and cable insulation and by
– Includes ten 8½” x 11” color charts in a binder: red, orange, brown, yellow,
green, blue, violet (purple), white, gray (slate) and black.

• EIA color coding charts for the telecommunications and fber optics
industries
– Electronic Industries Association (EIA RS359-A) for use with electronics
components.

• EIA-TIA 598-A Aqua color coding chart
• EIA-TIA 598-B Rose color coding chart
• EIA-TIA 598-C Optical fiber cable color coding
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Munsell wire and cable color limits
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Munsell Color Company
• By the 1960s the Munsell Color Company was well established and
situated in Baltimore, Maryland.
• Many of the oldest paint companies had based their palettes on the
Munsell system
– The Sherwin-Williams Company used CIE Illuminant C as their corporate
lighting reference and every paint swatch had a Munsell notation.

• Munsell produced personal color reference charts
• Munsell produced reference guide charts for QC of standard colors.
– Color measurements were made in the development laboratories using very
expensive benchtop instruments so nearly all field work was performed visually.
– Charts had holes through with the article could viewed against the Munsell chip
– The charts had a central aim, a patch of higher Value, lower Value, higher
Chroma, lower Chroma and a higher Hue step and a lower Hue step
– Hue was converted to a 0 to 100 step scale with 1R being 0 and 10 RP being
100
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Munsell Color Tolerance Chart

There were three versions of these visual tolerance guides: 3 Step which showed only changes in Value, the 7 step that you see here, showing difference in
Hue, Value and Chroma and a 9 steps
That added two gloss levels. With the 9 step chart, one could control the entire appearance of a solid color object. In the image, the technician is judging
paint, plastic and fabric
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Munsell Personal Color Charts – circa 1967
The charts were used mainly
by Extension Service offices.
In rural parts of the US there
would be an Extension Service
office in every county
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A Color Grammar and Charts for Graphic Designer

The front half of the Grammar contained excerpts from the A Color Notation book
The back half of the Grammar contained the Color Pages with information for designers
This copy was assembled by a paper company and intended for use by graphic designers
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A Color Grammar and Charts for Graphic Designer

There were 19 charts like this with color relationships and Munsell notations
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A Color Grammar and Charts for Graphic Designer

Blue paper for viewing

White paper for viewing

The Graphic Designer could visualize all sorts of color relationships on the Strathmore papers
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A Color Grammar and Charts for Graphic Designer
Two images were show as
examples using an advertisement
from a past issue of Vogue
magazine
The proofs were prepared by Miss
Helen Dryden of Vogue Magazine and
illustrate balanced and unbalanced
color
Note the use of the Maxwell spinning
disk to blend the colors of the Munsell
papers additively to show balance.
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A Cascade of the Colors on the Outside of the Munsell Tree
• The Cascade was used in
reproduction.
• One side had tints (white to full
color)
• Other side had shades (full color
to black)
• CIE Y (SCI and SCE), ISO
Density, Munsell Hue, Value,
Chroma for each step

The patches were printed instead of painted
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Calvin S. McCamy
This was the world in which
Cal McCamy worked

All of these background slides were to lay the
foundation as to the color world into which
Cal McCamy began his career.
Image by Emilio Segre’ courtesy of American Institute of Physics

How Calvin McCamy Became Involved in Color.
• As a young man, Cal was always fascinated with photography
– Not the artistic side of the reproduction but the scientific side

• He went to the University of Minnesota and studied Chemical Engineering,
receiving a Bachelor of Science degree
– He wanted to know more about this chemical system that can take a scene and render it
onto a piece of film

• He went on to get a Masters of Science degree in Physics with a specialty
in optical metrology
• But he was exposed to color science both in photographic chemistry and in
optical physics
– From there he was hooked on its siren song
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Cal’s Early Career
• From graduate school Cal took a position at Clemson University, where
in 1951 he formed a color measurement laboratory
– Clemson, the state university of South Carolina, had a strong program in textile
science and especially in the coloration of fabrics and fibers.

• Cal was more than happy to be involved in color science
– But his academic career was shortlived as Dean Judd recruited him for the NBS

• In 1952 he was recruited by the National Bureau of Standards to joint
the Photographic Research & Technology Section.
– He served as Chief of that division until 1970

• While at the NBS he worked with Judd, Gibson, Hammond, Nimeroff
and others on problems in color measurement.
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Cal McCamy at NBS
• Cal’s great passion was always color and making better measurements.
– Cal’s team was up to providing both.

• The rapidly growing photographic film and print business needed
densitometry and they needed accurate standards and calibrations
– Its operating principal was the inverse square law.
– But any good photometer needs the optical radiations to be controlled and stray
light excluded.
– In a long rail this is accomplished using baffles (holes in a sheet of blackened metal

• Cal’s lab developed one of the most precise optical benches for the
assessment of transmittance in the world.
• Cal discovered that the circular or rectangular apertures were not optimum.
– He demonstrated both from theory and from experiment that the optimimum shape
was triangular
– It had the fewest number of sides
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Cal McCamy at NBS
• Not only did the baffles need to be triangles, the edges needs to
be infinitesimally thick.
– Three safety razor blades would do the job. His first triangular
apertures were made from Gillette safety razor blades.

• With the addition of the triangle baffles, NBS had the highest
accuracy densitomiter in the world.
• Later he published his magnum opus,
• NBS Special Publication 300 on Precision Measurement and
Calibration – Volume 10 Image Optics
– This was largest and most detailed of all 10 volumes. It rivals
dictionaries in its completeness, 953 pages of papers from some of the
best researchers at the NBS..
– In the introduction Cal wrote, “The fact that most photographs are
made by amateurs, for their enjoyment, tends to obscure he
connection between photography and precision measurement.”
– This truth has not changed in today’s digital world in which we carry in
our pockets more computing power than NASA had used to launch a
space craft from Florida to the surface of the moon.
– The color engineers and scientists, who have or are contributing to the
process of digital image capture and display, continue in Cal’s legacy
of combining reproduction with precision measurement.
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NBS Special Publication 300 Volume 10

The image on the right is what makes this volume so
special to me.
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Calvin McCamy Leaves the NBS
• In the 1960s the Kollmorgen Corporation, a producer of periscopes
and large scale military optics began to acquire smaller companies.
– Among the acquired companies was Davidson & Hemmendinger, Macbeth
Lighting and the Munsell Color Products

• In addition to artificial daylight sources Macbeth had been the
nations leading producer of photographic and print densitometers.
– Kollmorgen was very focused on innovation and advancement and the new
company (the Macbeth Division) needed a Director of Research &
Development.
– Norman Macbeth, Jr. wanted Cal for the position.
– Macbeth had visited Cal at the NBS site on many occasions so it was natural
for him to want to have the very best for this new venture

• By this time – Kodak was operating a large suite of photo
development and print shops around the country, each needing one
or more densitometers.
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Calvin McCamy, Director for Research & Development
• Cal joined the Macbeth Corporation in 1970.
– Shortly after that he moved the paint lab for the Munsell division from
Baltimore to the new facility in Newburgh, New York.
– Cal continued his work on standardization and at one point, the NBS came
to him for primary standards.

• Cal also built a world class photometry laboratory in Newburgh.
• While working to further improve his techniques on the inverse
square law he devised a method to remove further systematic
errors.
– In the process he was able to show that the inverse square law did not
hold for finite sized source (incandescent filament) in an enclosed, noninfinite space.
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Cal Still Has Photography in His Blood
• While at the NBS Cal came to realize the need for a color chart to test
photographic processes.
– But in the Image Optics division of the Bureau he had no way to produce such
a chart

• Now he had the Munsell Color Company paint lab just down the corridor
from his office.
• He worked together with Harold Marcus, and James Davidson, Ph.D. to
produce a chart that would be able to test well known photographic
systems.
– Harold was manager of the paint lab
– Jim was a graduate of the Rensselaer Color Measurement Laboratory

• He chose 24 color patches, arranged in 4 rows of six colors each
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The Macbeth Color Checker Chart
• Row 1 – Neutral Scale
– The first row had all neutral patches, as neutral as the lab could make them.
– Ranging from white to black

• Row 2 – Color Scale
– The second row had Red, Green, Blue (additive primaries) and Cyan, Magenta,
Yellow (substractive primaries)

• Row 3 – Bright colors to complete the gamut of colors
– Orange, Purplish Blue, Red, Purple, Yellow-Green, Orange-Yellow

• Row 4 – Colors with special relationships.
– Dark Skin, Light Skin, Blue Sky, Foliage, Blue Flower, Light Bluish Green
– The blue flower was typical of a Morning Glory or Chicory and the foliage was
typical of cut lawn grass.
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Macbeth ColorChecker® Color Rendition Chart – Blue Sky
• The Blue Sky chip had a remarkable property.
• If it were illuminated by any tungsten lamp from a 25-watt bulb to a photoflood
lamp, the color stimulus spectrum reflected would be the same as the spectral
radiance of the natural blue sky under some set of natural daylight conditions.
• It was tested by direct visual comparison to the sky and by photographing it
under various appropriate illuminants and photographing the natural sky.
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Macbeth ColorChecker® Color Rendition Chart – Foliage
• The green of the Foliage was a spectral simulation of common
lawn grass.

• A painted chip cut into long thin strips the size and shape of
grass could not be distinguished from real grass
– Either by visual comparison or with various films and lighting.
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Macbeth ColorChecker® Color Rendition Chart – Blue Flower
• The Blue Flower was designed to test a color rendition peculiarity that
was common to many color films.
– Color films had separate layers sensitive to the blue, green, and red regions of the
spectrum.

• Blue flowers reflect light very well in the blue end of the spectrum but
very little in the red end of the spectrum.
• However, many also reflect very well in the near infrared region of the
spectrum.
• If the sensitivity of the red layer happened to extend out into the near
infrared region, the picture of the blue flower was pink.
– This effect was notable with the heavenly blue variety of morning glory, so
photographers called this phenomenon the “morning-glory effect.”

• The blue-flower chip was designed to test films for this tendency.
– Simulating the morning glory spectrum was a little beyond the capability of even
Munsell, but we came close to that of chicory, a common weed in our part of the
world that also displays the effect
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Macbeth ColorChecker® Color Rendition Chart – Dark & Light Skin
• The chips representing dark and light skin were not simply the same color as
dark and light skin; they actual had the same reflecting characteristics
throughout the visible and near-visible spectrum.
– Previous studies of the reflection of human skin had shown that all the spectral
curves are very similar, with a successive rise on the long-wavelength end.

• The neutral scale had Black and White so the two skin tones were selected
to be one-third and two-thirds of the way between Black and White.
– Among the employees at Macbeth, they found a man and a woman whose forearms
matched the two skin chips.

• These two chips were tested by photographing them against those arms
– Using every color film in widespread use and a variety of illuminants, including
daylight, sunlight, incandescent lamplight, and cool-white fluorescent light.
– Of course, the observed and photographed colors of the arms and the chips changed
with the illumination and film type, but the rendition of the chips always matched the
rendition of the real arms.
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Cal Sent Prototypes to Many Colleagues

Sent Prototypes to:
KODAK
FUJI FILM
GAF
POLAROID
Some of the film companies immediately
asked where they could purchase the charts.
Cal never heard back from Edwin Land at
Polarioid.
Apparently this chart wouild be a challenge
for the instant-print technology of Land.
Then one day after a presentation about the
chart at a scientific conference Edwin Land
came up and congratulated Cal and
presented him with a present

Image courtesy of Mark Fairchild
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Technicians at Polariod Knitted a Version for Edwin Land
The technicians at Polariod had made
so many images of the prototype chart
they thought that it must hold some
place dear to their boss, Mr. Land.
The knitted chart was shown
prominently in the 1977 Polaroid
annual report in the descriptin of the
Polavision process.

Image courtesy
of
Mark Fairchild

But Land thought that the knitted chart
would mean more to Cal than it did to
him.
Subsequently, Cal donated the knkitted
chart to the Munsell Color Science Lab
at RIT
Land gave the patchwork quilt to Calvin McCamy who gave it to RIT Munsell Color Science Lab
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Calvin McCamy and the Macbeth ColorChecker® Chart
A Color Rendition Chart
C. S. McCamy
H. Marcus
J. G. Davidson
Journal of Applied Photographic Engineering
Volume 2, Number 3, Pages 95-99, 1976

Image by
Franciso Imai
Supplied by
Danny Pascale
of Babel Color

This image was taken, I believe, during the
25th anniversary celebration of the Munsell
Color Science Lab at RIT.
Cal was a speaker there and gave some
recollections of his part in establishing the
Munsell Color Lab
But alas, no recordings or written proceedings
were captured from that lecture so we do not
have a record of Cal’s thoughts about the
MCSL and the ColorChecker chart.
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Macbeth ColorChecker® Color Rendition Chart - Present
• The chart is now sold by X-Rite Inc. through its
Pantone Color Products division.
• It is now known as the ColorChecker® Classic Target
– Many of its colors were selected to be a test of a
photographic process, either film or print.

• Cal notes that the basic or classic chart has been used
to characterize tens if not hundreds of thousands of
image production systems over the decades.
• The success of the design has of course led to
variations on this original theme
– Though I douibt that any of the new charts (Targets as they
are now called) were given as much thought as Cal gave to
the original.

• Digital cameras have different sensitivities and some
new variations have been added
•
•
•
•

ColorChecker® Digital SG
ColorChecker® Passport Photo
ColorChecker® Passport Video
ColorChecker® Video
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Calvin S. McCamy – Color Scientist and Metrologist Extrordinaire
• Cal retired from the Macbeth Company in 1990, just
twenty years after he became the Director of
Research & Technology.
• He finished his career as the Vice President of
Science and Technology
• Cal continued to consult in the field publishing several
more papers, especially in the area of
gonioappearance.
• Sadly, we lost Cal just last November.
• Still the legacy of a boy enthralled with photography
and numbers will be with us for years to come.
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